
3-2-1 Blast Off! Come soar into space with us and get ready for one wild ride. Campers will join our elite group of 
Cosmo Kids to help defend and keep our galaxy safe. Campers will recite and uphold the Cosmo code each day 
and learn to be the best Cosmo Kid they can. We will run some tests to see if the campers have what it takes to be 
up in space, we will go through training courses that check our senses, coordination, agility, speed and more. 
Campers will get to practice their fighting skills with our space saver weapons like the light sword and flare strik-
er. They will even get to make their very own light sword. Campers will also have to battle the evil forces that are 
trying to take over the universe. They will have to use clues and their keen senses to help find the whereabouts of 
some very important items. If your child loves space and using their imagination, they will not want to miss out on 

our big Galaxy Quest! 
 
Monday: Do you have what it takes to be up in Space? – If you think you’ve got what it takes to be 
up in space then come join us for a day filled with space tasks that will take you for a spin. Campers 
will see if their bodies can handle some of the forces that they might experience while up in space. We 
will also get to make our own flying saucer and use it to knock over some big targets. Today is sure to 
be a blast as we build our very own space ship and practice taking of, just like an astronaut would.  

 
Tuesday: Cosmo Kids Training – Our campers have been invited to join our elite group of Cosmo Kids. Today 
we are going to take our campers through three different training courses to test their senses, coordination, balance, 
speed, agility and more. If you want to be a Cosmo Kid, you have to put in the work. Cosmo Kids are here to     
defend and protect our universe from the evil forces. These training courses will help our campers learn what it 
takes to be the best Cosmo Kid out there.  
 
Wednesday: Space Saver Weapons – These campers have worked hard to learn what it takes to be in space and 
went through some very tricky training courses to learn to be a Cosmo Kid. Now we must sharpen our fighting 
skills and get some practice using the space saver weapons. We will be using the two most important space saver 
weapons, the light sword and the flare striker. Campers will get tons of practice as they train with one another and 
use targets to help with their aim. The best is yet to come; campers will even get to make their own light sword to 
take home with them.  
 
Thursday: The Lost Space Saver Weapons – The evil forces have stolen all of our space saver 
weapons! We must follow the clues to retrieve all of our light swords and flare strikers. Without 
them we cannot defend and   protect the universe from these evil forces. Campers will really have to 
step up their game and put all of that training and those skills they learned to work. It is time to get 
our space saver weapons back and prepare for our battle tomorrow. 
 
Friday: Defend our Galaxy and Destroy the Evil Forces – The evil forces thought they could steal our space 
saver weapons, but we out smarted them. Now that we have our space savers back, it is time for battle. We will set 
out to defend our universe and destroy the evil forces secret weapon of power, the star slayer. With the star slayer, 
the evil forces plan to take over the universe, so we must stop them! Our Cosmo Kids have one chance to search 
and find the star slayer and get rid of it for good. To the space shuttle Cosmo Kids, it is time to go on our last    
Galaxy Quest and save the universe!  

 

  August 13-17  9:00am-4:00pm (Full) 
                           9:00am - 1:00pm(Half) 

 

                    (Ages 5-13 yrs.) 
 

 

Week $200  

Half  Days $100 

Single Days $60   

J Star Gymnastics 
69 Union St, North Adams, Ma 01247 

413-664-9434 www.jstargym.net  


